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SPACE: A JOURNEY TO THE FUTURE
Space is a highly interactive exhibition that ignites the desire for space exploration and discovery, sparking imagina-
tions and inspiring new generations of explorers to dream of the possibilities that lie ahead.

Produced in collaboration with NASA, highlights include touching actual rocks from the lunar surface and the 
red planet, exploring a Lunar Base Camp while walking through a full-size space habitat and work pod, taking a 
spin on a centrifuge, and looking far into the future of our exploration of the universe in a 360-degree theatre.

Space uses immersive scenic elements, the most advanced interactive exhibits and state-of-the-art 
projection and audio technology to bring this epic story to life. Along with many other activities, you will have the 
opportunity to experience Space firsthand:

• Explore Einstein’s theory of curved space-time.
• Hubble: Examine a slideshow of images taken by astronomer Edwin Hubble and witness his discovery of the red    
  shift.
• Touch the Moon and Mars: touch actual meteorites from the lunar surface and the red planet.
• Earth, Moon and Mars Scales: step onto the Earth, Moon, and Mars Scales and learn the difference between mass       
  and weight. 
• Space Bike: take a spin on a centrifuge that you power like a bicycle to learn about the physiological challenges on a       
  long trip to Mars. 
• Next Generation Spacecraft: using the gesture tracking interface, build next generation spacecraft: Ares I and Ares V.
• Collecting Light: discover the nature of light, by looking at different telescopes, highlighting the same starfield   
  through five different telescope set-ups: ultraviolet, infrared, microwave, radio and visible.
• Infrared telescope: step in front of an Infrared camera and see your body’s temperatures by colour on the screen.
• Probes: find out about the fleet of starships exploring our solar system and what they are teaching us about our  
  planet in this video interactive.
• Design a New Spacecraft: via this computer interactive, design a new spacecraft for destinations including the   
  moon, Mars, or Alpha Centauri. 
• Pack for the Trip: in this computer interactive, determine what to pack for a trip to Mars (Three stations)
• NASA at Home and City: discover how space exploration influences your daily life by navigating a virtual home and  
  city.
• Build your own Mars base camp: in this computer interactive, plan your own Mars base camp
• Lunar Base Camp: explore Moon habitat as you walk through a full-size habitat and work pod.
• Mars Rover: fly a Mars rover over the surface of Mars in this computer interactive. (two stations)
• Discover Space: computer stations featuring the Starry Night software and the NASA and Space Day websites. 

THEMES:                Space, Astronomy, NASA, Family, Science, Interactives

EXHIBIT SIZE:                460 – 560 sq metres

CEILING HEIGHT:   4.8 metres

DURATION:   Typically 3 months minimum 

TARGET AUDIENCE:  7 year-olds and above, families, schools

INSURANCE:   Museum must provide a certificate of insurance for USD 5 million (general  
    liability) and USD 2 million (property damage insurance)
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SPACE: A JOURNEY TO THE FUTURE
TRANSPORT/ SHIPPING:   Museum pays incoming transport expenses. The exhibition travels in either 5 x 53  
    foot trailers plus 1 climate controlled truck for artefacts or 7 x 40 foot  high cube  
    ocean containers. 

INSTALL / DISMANTLE:  We will provide a technician to assist in the set-up (2 weeks) and take- down 
    (1 week).   We ask your venue to supply six support staff to help with the set up  
    and breakdown.

OTHER REQUIREMENTS:  Museum must provide HVAC system and standard electrical supply

LANGUAGES:   English. Museum would translate and reprint graphics in any other language of  
    choice.

CREATED BY:   Exhibition created by Evergreen Exhibits USA in collaboration with NASA.

SPONSORED BY:   In the USA this exhibition is sponsored by General Motors and Lockheed Martin.   
    The museum is welcome to source any sponsor for this exhibition in the venue.

SELECTED PAST VENUES & VISITOR NUMBERS:
Pacific Science Center    Seattle, USA        90,000
St. Louis Science Center    St. Louis, USA        70,000
Detroit Science Center    Detroit, USA        60,000
Indiana State Museum    Indianapolis, USA       95,859
Museo Tecnologico    Mexico City, Mexico                   100,751
Strategic Air & Space Museum   Ashland, USA    100,500
NASM Smithsonian    Washington, USA                             3,788,876
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